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ED
IT
OR
’S
 N
OT
E The double editorial is finally upon us. Issue 003 & 004 is special to the team 

for a number of reasons. Firstly, it includes an accumulation of around 6 months’ 
worth of work- all condensed into 70 or so pages. We travelled both nationwide and 
internationally covering festivals throughout Summer and we have been eager to 
share our experiences with you. Something that stood out during this period of time 
is the overwhelming up and coming talent there is within the UK. Not only is the 
emerging talent full of potential, but they are redefining and reconstructing what it 
means to be a British artist. The narrow boundaries that were used to classify a lot 
of music coming out of the UK are being broadened and influenced by other cultures 
and styles. And it seems as if festivals are the perfect platforms for young musicians 
to scrutinise the old guidelines. It’s fulfilling to see so many acts gain the recognition 
they deserve. A massive thank you to all the festivals that let us be a part of their 
journey, and also became part of ours. We hope to cover the same events and even 
more next year.

It’s also a special issue because we were able to talk about Black History Month from 
a unique perspective. Our focus for the month was looking at black history from 
the perspective that it should be celebrated as its being made, in the present rather 
than in hindsight. That’s not to say that the trials and achievements throughout 
history weren’t significant. The latter section of the magazine can be seen as an ode 
to the sacrifices that were made in order for black people to currently be in better 
positions. With that being said, it was also imperative that we didn’t fixate ourselves 
on the ‘struggle’ when there is so much positivity and promise surrounding black 
history- and that includes history in the making. 

Having Ore and Chelsea, co-authors of Taking Up Space, as the cover feature for this 
release was perfect. The duo is a fitting representation of where the festival season 
and excellence surrounding Black History Month intertwine. They launched their 
book as part of Soho Music Month, where they held a discussion and workshop for 
their attendees. 

The final reason why Issue 003 & 004 has a special place in our hearts is because it 
is our final periodical of 2019. The progression in our craft is documented and almost 
cemented in time by the drop of our issues. “Growing as fast as our imagination 
allows” is an apt saying for us all because we have all come so far individually and 
as a team. The next 70 pages is testament to where we are in our journey and I 
couldn’t be prouder of us if I tried. 

I can’t wait until 2020. We have a lot planned for our readers with more events, 
more issues and a few surprises. So, until then...

Keep reading and writing,

Ope
Editor-in-Chief
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“Despite cans of red 
stripe constantly 
being tossed in the 
air, multiple mosh pits 
and a few bruises on 
my legs, I’ll certainly 
be back again next 
summer.”

Photo by Nosa Obak



Taking over Clapham Common in South London 
for the 16th year in a row, SW4 was a weekend 
packed with some of the UK’s greatest artists 
as well as international DJs like Pendulum and 
Martin Garrix. Primarily electronic dance music, 
each day across the weekend was split amongst 
5 stages, with plenty of choices for us revellers to 
rave to. House, grime, drum and bass, dubstep 
and jungle - I was swaying to Plan B one minute, 
jumping to Chase & Status the next.

This may have been my fourth time at the 
festival but every year I attend, I’m in awe. 
We go to see our favourite artists, discover new 
ones, and meet people who have travelled from 
other cities – an all-round, feel-good festival! 

Day 1 had a strong line up of DJ’s and singers 
that had me feeling nostalgic; Craig David, Ms 
Dynamite and Basement Jaxx, artists who I first 
discovered when I was younger. First thing I did 
when I got inside the festival was run straight 
to the glitter face paint stall then headed to the 
main stage. I’d made it in time for Tinie Tempah’s 
impressive headline set, where he played all his 
classics, such as ‘Passout’, ‘Earthquake’ and 
some more recent tracks. Tinie Tempah was a 
natural showman on the stage, having us all 
chant his lyrics word-for-word.

The actor slash DJ (Idris Elba) has toured 
across the country, playing at multiple events 
so I was looking forward to his hour-long set 
at the Ministry of Sound stage, but it was sadly 
anticlimactic. The transitions felt a bit hurried 
and all over the place, leaving me a little 
disappointed. However, it wasn’t all bad as he 
played a few tunes we all loved, dashed a bit of 
garage and did his popular ‘Boasty’ song. 

After his headline performance in 2015, SW4 
welcomed Dutch DJ, Martin Garrix, back as he 
headlined Saturday and closed the night with 
an explosive, fireworks-fuelled show, leaving 
everyone on a high, excited for the following 
day.

Wearing my sequined top, I fitted in with the 
usual festival attire - ladies wearing glitter and 
neon outfits, whilst lads were in shades and 
stripy shirts, all ready for round 2. As it was 
my first time doing a whole weekender, I didn’t 
think day 2 could be even more impressive! 

On the main stage was Plan B, who gave an 
energetic performance, getting all of us hyped 
especially during his protest song ‘iLL Manors’. 
This was followed by DJ, ShyFX, who brought 
out a surprise ensemble crew; Lily Allen, Ghetts 
and UK Apache. Over at the Capital Xtra tent, 
where performers like Chip, Ms Banks and 
Wretch 32 played, I managed to catch the last 
half of Wiley’s set and wish I’d been there from 
the start! Wiley took us back in time, to the 
late noughties, incorporating many of the BBK 
members’ songs into the performance. Playing 
his solo singles as well as collaborations, the 
Grime artist had the whole arena shouting 
along to the quintessential BBK song, ‘Too Many 
Man’.

Although I went alone, there’s always friendly 
vibes at festivals so I didn’t feel lonely. I 
bumped into old friends and made new ones in 
the crowd, at the bar, even in the loos! I ended 
up staying with a group who led me near the 
front of the main stage – where all the action 
was. TQD’s DJ went along the front row, giving 
out merchandised bandanas while Andy C’s 
hypeman hydrated the crowd by throwing water 
bottles. So essentially, get to the front if you 
want freebies! 

In addition to the spectacular line up, SW4 made 
sure attendees were constantly entertained 
throughout; fairground rides, numerous food 
stalls and a very plush VIP area with dancing 
bartenders! 

The night came to an end as Australian drum and 
bass band, Pendulum, took to the stage. With 
exciting visuals, their long-awaited performance 
which they named ‘Trinity’ was met with a lot of 
fan love. Lasers, smoke, flames, pyrotechnics – 
you name it, Pendulum had it! 
It was also very touching that the trio played 
‘Firestarter’ by The Prodigy, in honour of the 
late, Keith Flint. Pendulum closed the show 
with their hit song, ‘Watercolour’ and a ton of 
fireworks in the air, celebrating what was an 
unforgettable weekend of music. 

Whether you’re a teen or in your mid-50s, 
whether you know the line up or not - South 
West Four has proved to be the most eventful, 
inclusive and atmospheric, British festival I’ve 
attended.

BY RACHEL AGYEKUM
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The Ends Festival was 3 days of a delightful spread of 
music. It presented an intriguing blend of artists that play 
with so many different sounds inspired by countless genres. 
The Croydon-bound Ends Festival managed to put on a safe 
and great event that offered insight to the variety of music 
appreciated by the festival goers. Legendary acts like Nas, 
Wizkid and Damian Marley ended the days in honour of 
the first Ends Festival. They were accompanied by a variety 
of homegrown talent and artists that fit the festival’s bill. 
International acts like Damian, Masego, Burna Boy, De 
La Soul, and a heart-warming homage to the late legend 
Nipsey Hussle, displayed an awesome range of musical 
talent. Friday attracted a rap engrossed crowd for De La 
Soul, Nas, Ghetts and more. Saturday had a large wave of 
people obstructing the Main stage for Afrobeats with Wizkid 
headlining and Wande Coal and Teni featuring over the day. 
Sunday had a massive turnout for Burna Boy, with Dave 
making a special appearance for Location, Damian Marley 
and J Balvin. Though between grand and established acts, 
many upcoming artists had the opportunity to showcase 
their talent to the ends.

The name Ends Festival was fitting. Many of the artists 
being from Croydon or surrounding areas found themselves 
performing locally for the first time. It was tremendous 
to witness artists we have seen grow into full-fledged 
performers take their place on a festival stage. There 
were three stages: the Main, Footasylum and Future stage. 
Despite the main attractions it was exciting to see the 
support for local artists. The likes of Jords, Nadia Rose and 
her young fans sprinting across the park to catch her set, 
the vibe and waves of A2 and the fans that entertained the 
sing-along, as well as the enchanting voice of Jaz Karis. It 
flowed well as attendees, like myself, managed to plan and 
attend sets between each other to champion the artists we 
wanted to see. The one performance I made sure I did not 
miss was Badside’s; a local collective from Thorton Heath 
and South Norwood. They performed last on the Future 
stage right before Nas.

Badside are a multifaceted collective of artists, including 
Ellz, Proton and Gray. They all have the ability to 
write songs and produce intertwining rap, singing and 
occasionally trap in their sound. The group enjoys playing 
with an alluring variety of musical styles, each individually 
presenting a different approach to music. However, they 
manage to come together in a harmony they call Badside. 
The collective have been working in or around music for 
almost a decade. A lot of groups can overshadow each 
other or make music that sounds like its mimicking today’s 
thriving sounds. That makes a collective that invests in each 
other musically rare, and over the last couple years Badside 
have done just that. Ellz is an effortless rapper as recently 
exemplified by his tape, Bad Business. The success of the 
tape saw him join Hardy Caprio on his sold out tour in 

Dublin, Nottingham and Glasgow. He got to perform songs 
from his tape including Big Slime, his most infectious song, 
which certainly shuts down everywhere he goes as it did at 
Ends. His video Never Scared, also from the Bad Business 
tape, epitomizes his ease with rapping – a rabid flow and 
light delivery showing his skill. Like most of EllzBS’ music 
he displays lyrical prowess that keeps you vividly imagining 
the picture he is painting. Ellz is a mark of the ends, his 
content speaks of the fearlessness he has built and secured 
for himself, while depicting the characters and relationships 
he sees in the people around him.

On the flipside Gray is a world away sound-wise, which 
adds to the spread of Badside’s versatility. Blending singing 
and bars riddled with the lifestyle of a trap, Gray evokes 
a different kind of emotion. He is smooth and soulful. He 
has performed at a spread of venues on nights tailored to 
the variety of sounds the UK has to offer. Such as the Old 
Blue Last, Rye Wax, Notting Hill Arts Festival, and recently 
The Set London where he performed Deposition for the 
first time. His music is very thoughtful and captivating as 
it sends you through his own stream of consciousness and 
reflections of the lifestyle he lives. Gray’s approach to song-
writing invites you to reminisce, as if he is reciting your 
own story, while grounding you into newer imagery of how 
he interprets it. He performed some of these songs on the 
day including Life Unfolds, Lifestyle with Ellz and No Boo 
with Proton. Though Gray is not as sweet as he sounds, his 
tape Persevere released earlier this year hints at sounds he 
admires and implements into his music. You can see the 
unique blend of RNB, soul and jazz influences in his work. 

The mastery of Badside’s sound, which feels much fuller 
and more professional is thanks to Proton’s production 
and expertise as a sound engineer. He released his tape 
Unloading last year, which showcased the ease within his 
music. Songs like Woah, for instance show that Proton is 
really good at creating pockets to flow into. The tape is full 
of grand production, and a much clearer listen than some of 
the most famous artists’ projects. His music is uplifting and 
feels like a composition. A lot goes into the production that 
does not overshadow his words, and like Gray, though with 
a more upbeat singing voice, he can catch a note. Like Ellz 
he is an incredible rapper. The whole package of Proton’s 
work is great to listen to, it sounds cared for and hardly 
rushed. It leaves you wanting more. Proton has worked 
with a fantastic spread of artists as an artist himself as 
well as in the production side of things, with collaboration 
with Mura Masa, featuring on Kamakaze’s song Coldiene. 
Proton has also broken into TV show soundtracks, working 
with TheUnder on Out Control for a show, Escape at the 
Dannemora – a very good HBO production. Proton is the 
mark of a multidimensional artist and he has utilised his 
skill set as a career and has a stunning musical resume.

THE UP &
 COM

ING: Badside
By Jude Yaw

son
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“Like many of the 
artists the festival 

had the privilege 
of showcasing, it is 

important to highlight 
and recognise the 

brilliance that stems 
from the ends.”
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On June 15th my friends and I made our way to Haggis 
Farm, Cambridge for the 6th edition of Strawberries & 
Creem festival. I had only attended festivals in London up to 
that point, so I was hoping this would fill the out-of-the-city-
festival shaped hole in my heart. We arrived pretty early 
so we had time to get acclimated to the mud-filled venue. 
And if you’re a glass half empty kind of person, then our 
early arrival meant an extra hour of trekking in ankle deep 
sludge- either way an experience indeed. 

The festival offered a great mix of household names with 
emerging talent scattered across the different stages. 
Coincidentally the top tent housed WSTRN, Young T & 
Bugsey, as well as Monique Lawz most of who make up 
a large portion of my playlists. Naturally, my friends and 
I decided it was the place to be (the fact that it shielded us 
from the rain and mud was a bonus).

So there we were, semi-crammed into a tent, loudly belting 
out the artists lyrics, only lowering our voices enough for 
the few seconds it takes to recognize the next song to be 
performed. For me, the best thing about festivals (apart 
from day-drinking with friends) is being ecstatic about your 
favorite song being performed, and seeing the complete 
stranger next to you equally overjoyed. There is a temporary 
sense of community formed by the shared experience and 
Strawberries & Creem’s ability to curate artists that can 
deliver this on various stages throughout the day, is one of 
the reasons why it is still running 6 years on. 

WSTRN in particular, whose recently released album 
(WSTRN Season, Vol.2) is nothing short of bangers, put on 
a show so electric that we are bound to see them on the 
lineup for every the main stage next festival season. Another 
memorable moment, the DJ set by Jeremiah Asiamah, had 
us wooh-ing and ayyy-ing as he finessed his way from one 
song to another. 

On the main stage we caught Mahalia, who charmed us 
with her silky vocals. She pulled us in with her vulnerability; 
she would confide short anecdotes before performing her 
more personal records making the audience feel like we 
were her mates. Her growth, especially when it comes to 
stage presence has been lovely to witness. The Heatwave, 
who are no strangers to the Strawberries & Creem stage, 
kept the energy high with their dancehall set. 

The day thus far had been a great set up for the 3 headliners: 
rapper Stefflon Don, noughties superstar Ms. Dynamite and 
the international act, Sean Kingston who were all worth the 
wait. 

By Karen Chalamilla
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Although described as a smaller festival in 
comparison many others held annually in 
London, Soho Music Month provided equal 
impact to some of its larger counterparts. 
The range and variety of the month-long 
celebration was a surprising factor. Not 
because it wasn’t expected but because 
it was such a positive improvement on 
an already impressive foundation laid 
the year before. The talent was bigger 
which subsequently appealed to a larger 
audience, but the main attraction was the 
topics of the events. From Julie Adenuga’s 
Top 5 podcast to the Collections Sale 
and even the opening event with Run 
the Jewels, the festival covered all bases 
in satisfying a diverse crowd that came 
through their doors. 

In particular, Soho Music Month’s 
collaboration with Last Night in Paris 
was to a huge success. Their panel was 
highly decorated with the likes of London 
rapper, A2, sitting in on the conversation 
and smaller elements like gaming as well 
as music made it a very memorable event.

Being run and managed by the youth 
agency, PlatformLDN, means that Soho 
Music Month has a bright future as long as 
those running it continue grow in tandem 
with the festival. It says a lot about the 
management and coordination when a 
festival is able to maintain hype and the 
air of excitement for an entire month. So 
much so that the festival was extended 
into July for doing so well. It also explains 
why expansion and development was so 
evident in the space of a year.

I am nothing but excited to see the heights 
it will reach come next June.

By Ope Oduwole
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With a line-up that included Wizkid, Burna Boy and 
Davido - what many believe to be somewhat of a holy 
trinity in afrobeats - expectations (for those that had 
faith in the event) were high.

It’s safe to say that expectations were not only met, 
but were immensely exceeded. From start to finish, 
the atmosphere was near-perfect, with all event-
goers seemingly determined to both have a great 
time and not to feed into the stereotypes that were 
certain to crop up if any one thing went wrong. 
Seamlessly organised, the whole event felt structured 
and controlled, taking place with the confidence of 
a festival that had been running for years. To the 
average Portuguese onlooker (and every night, there 
were hundreds), the festival almost certainly didn’t 
seem like a debut. 

For a first-time festival, it was amazing that 
Afronation was able to surpass expectations, making 
history as the first of its kind at this scale. The 
perfect example of what the people didn’t know they 
needed, the post-event reaction and commentary has 
shown an endearment and pride that almost ensures 
long-term success for the venture. Those that didn’t 
attend missed out, and those that did attend are 
undoubtedly looking ahead to details of the next one

-Ore Abiona

The festivals only saving grace was Meek Mill who put 
on a stellar performance. Sporting a chain with his 
mug shot from when he was 18, Meek Mill tethered 
between his past and present selves, performing 
songs like Ima Boss and Uptown Vibes. Draped in 
all black, he emerged to Intro from his latest LP, 
Championships. Explosions of smoke accompanying 
his eruptive chorus. It’s either Meek was unsure of 
Amsterdam’s geographical location or knew the sheer 
amount of Londoners in the crowd,  but he repeatedly 
said “Shout London, we in the U.K”.

Irrespective of the mishaps and blunders,  I thoroughly 
enjoyed myself (I know, odd right?) But I’m a festival 
fanatic and I only really wanted to see Meek Mill. 
For a music festival, all acts bar Meek gave sub-par 
performances.

Oh My! was a series of organisational blunders but 
it had the capacity to be a brilliant festival. As one 
attendee put it “It was a 2/10, I won’t be back next 
year”. Thank-you, next seems to be the general 
attitude.

-Akachi Prscilla Mbakwe
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others in the same field. From August 20th to September 14th, Red Bull assembled 100+ artists 
and have put on a string of events - from live gigs, to talks to concept shows. It’s a celebration of 
music, scenes and sounds, past, present and emerging. 

At the end of August, Sian Anderson sat down with the Queen of Dancehall herself, Spice. For 
2 hours, the audience was propelled into Spice’s mind as she discussed her career ascension, 
colourism, misogyny and Love and Hip Hop. 

Spice’s entrance was met with a raucous applause and she begins twerking to the rhythm of our 
claps. Spice, born Grace Hamilton, came from what many regard as humble beginnings. She 
wasn’t necessarily poor, but money wasn’t plentiful. She was raised in church and frequently led 
the choir. She took part in talent shows during her primary school days and during secondary 
school, she set up the stages for performances, something she still does for her own shows. 

Spice’s tethered between a British and Patois vernacular as she recanted moving to England when 
she was 9 following the death of her father. Fast forward to 2000, and she makes her debut 
at the popular annual dancehall festival Sting. She earns an encore request for the crowd and 
comes back for successive years. And in her words ‘The crowd love me because me ah mash it up’. 
Despite not having a single, she begins touring domestically, internationally and eventually gets 
the attention of Baby Sham. 

By 2009, Vybz Kartel is essentially begging for them to do a song ‘The gyaldem love me, the 
mandem love me, the gyaldem love you and the mandem love you so we haffi do a song together’. 
And with that, Ramping Shop was born. Spice admits she initially wasn’t a fan of the song as she 
was hoping for a faster paced song.

With nearly 2 decades in the business, Spice has been met with every obstacle a black woman, 
and a dark skinned black woman at that, could face. She broke down the misogyny she has 
encountered and how she uses it as a motivator as she knows she must always work twice as 
hard. As a dark skinned woman, Spice is no foreigner to colourism. With a pain-ladened voice, she 
details the colourism she has faced from those in Jamaica and abroad but that’s what’s made her 
all more determined to be a source of inspiration to young women and girls. This was the main 
source of inspiration for her black hypocrisy video. 

Spice’s charisma lit up the room. She had us in her palms for the entire duration of the interview. 
She was warm, funny, quippy and stood in stark contrast to the mean girl depicted on Love & 
Hip Hop. She saw the VH1 reality as an opportunity to widen her fan base but there were culture 
chasms between her and the cast. Her fan base is loyal and just as vibrant and energetic as she is. 
Spice can barely sing half a bar of any of her songs before the crowd join her in perfectly unison, 
singing the lyrics as if they wrote the song with her. 

Spice admits that there has always been a conflict between her church upbringing and the 
profanity in her dancehall lyrics. It caused some contention with her family members but she 
stands by women being able to take ownership of their bodies. However, she admits that in her 
family-life, the two cannot co-exist. Once she leaves the stage and unglues her infamous blue wig, 
she is no longer Spice - but just Grace. Grace is a mother to two, her eye’s light up as she details 
what a blessing it is to raise them. 

The conversation gave deeper insight into the Grace Hamilton Women Empowerment Foundation 
which seeks to uplift and encourage woman. Spice is the Queen of Dancehall, a mother and a 
philanthropist. We learnt many things about Spice but what stood out was her drive, resilience 
and superstardom.

By Akachi Priscilla Mbakwe
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CODED LANGUAGE
How Dialect Intersects Music



It’s easy to forget London is a bubble of multiculturalsim. Big cities across the UK can be described as melting pots 
of all ethnicities and socioeconomic backgrounds. As the host for the night, Kieran Yates, boldly stated- the coming 
together of cultures is partly due to the social housing schemes from the late 50s onwards. As a result, densely 
populated areas became, what I like to call “seasoned”.

So, what has multiculturalism got to do with music? The answer is everything. In recent years people have run 
towards cultural identity rather than shying away from it, musicians included. Artists have embraced their heritage 
to the point where it is no longer seen as a hindrance and in turn, expressed through their work. We hear Yoruba, 
Twi, Arabic and other prominent languages in songs that top the charts and it needs to be properly acknowledged. 
That is why Coded Language as an event was crucial.

Coded Language was held as part of Red Bull Music Festival with the hope of discussing how certain forms of 
speech (slang) have seeped into everyday life and consequently into the music we listen to. It was fitting and 
extremely apt that it was curated in the British Library, as talents like Wretch 32, AM (AM X Skengdo) and Bridget 
Minamore explored why Rap, Trap and Drill aren’t being archived in the same way other genres are. After little 
deliberation and jokes that held a lot of truth, it was clear that the artistry is being overlooked. AM was quick to 
speak about how violence isn’t the focus of Drill music but is the main takeaway from the mainstream audience. 

The night wasn’t completely filled with scrutiny. There were copious amounts of positivity concerning how slang 
promotes the merging and amalgamation of worlds. Many words rooted in our coded speech derive from different 
languages, even if they may not be directly related to us. So, when you hear a Gambian artist like J Hus using Twi 
nouns like bonda and bonsam in Did You See, it doesn’t come as a shock. If anything, it encourages his fans and 
avid listeners to take their curiosity a step further and research into the countries the languages origniate from. 
Another example that was brought up by Kieran and Steel Banglez (a track he also produced) was Mist’s Karlas 
Back. Karla is a play on words from ‘kaala’ in Sanskrit, but borrowed by both Hindi and Tamil as everyday slang - 
referring to black people. It’s reflective of Mist’s upbringing in a predominantly Asian Community in Birmingham. 
These are facts I would have no idea about if I hadn’t heard the song, and I’m sure it’s the same for others that 
listen to Mist.

Recognising colloquialisms and idioms in pop-ular music is also important as part of the diaspora. Something that 
stood out was Wretch’s story about when he referred to himself as British when someone asked where he was from 
at the age of 13. When he got home his mum scolded him and he went on to say to the audience,

“It’s not about where you are, it’s about where you come from.”

The contrast between growing up African, Caribbean and Asian in the 90s, as opposed to now, is that there is more 
representation within the British music industry. Those in my generation came to the conclusion of dual identity at 
later stages in life, whereas young children are already aware that their individuality is not one-dimensional. And 
music has a significant role to play in that. With that being said, this so-called representation is a recent happening 
and is still not at proportionate levels: both in quantity and recognition. 

Whether Drill, Trap and Rap will reach the heights other genres have is another question, and frankly besides 
the point. Instead of fixating on clickbait headlines and the stigma surrounding these musical styles, we should 
continue to focus on the positive impact it already has in its infancy of success.

By Ope Oduwole 29.
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Meet Rachel Oluyitan, also known as R.A.E: 
the rapper-slash-songstress bringing throwback 
vibes to the present in more ways than one. 
From her fashion sense to her core influences 
and distinct cadence, the South London vocalist 
embodies everything the 90s era has to offer. 
By mixing her retro style with current and 
contemporary culture, R.A.E has created her own 
lane where she continues to flourish and progress 
all within the early stages of her promising 
career.

32.
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First thing I wanted to ask you about was your EP. 
You released a couple of songs prior but would 
you say that the project shaped your identity?
That was the whole reason I did the EP, I wanted to create a body of 
work that would help people have an idea of what my actual style is. 
‘Cause I don’t know, I feel like quite a lot of artists just have singles 
out and they don’t really have a body of work that shows who they are. 
I just wanted people to get to know me basically, through my music. 

You mentioned Sister Act 2, is your identity made 
up of 90s culture as well as music?
Yeah definitely 90s culture.

What are some other things? I know in a recent 
music video you had posters of Kenan and Kel in 
the background.
I wasn’t actually that much of a Kenan and Kel fan, I was more like 
Sister Sister, hanging with Mr Cooper, Cousin Skeeter.

Everyone always forgets about Cousin Skeeter.
Yeah, so shows like that. And then I recently discovered a new one, 
well its not new but its called my brother and me and I was like wow 
this is really cool. I’m sad that its only like one season but I really did 
enjoy that.

Yeah they all get cancelled. That brings me into 
my next question, what is it about 90s culture 
that resonates with you?
In the 90s I think people were more free and expressive. A lot of people 
told more stories in their music. I consider myself a storyteller and I 
don’t think a lot of people tell stories in their lyrics now. Or if they do 
its like not real, you can’t relate to it. But with 90s music I feel like you 
can relate a lot to it, and even if you couldn’t relate there was some 
relationship to human experience. I think that’s why I’m so connected 
to that era. 

So you have proven yourself to be a very good 
feature artist, even though you don’t have that 
many features. Like Vibeout with Enny. But on the 
track you don’t lean on the 90s style as much, 
you venture out. Is that something we can expect 
in the future?
Well with the Enny collab, he was just in the studio recording. There 
was a gap in the song and there was a chorus I wrote like a year ago 
and I was like let me try and see if it fits there. So I wasn’t really trying 
to put my style in it but I just thought I had that so I’d put it in there. 
And with Drik, I basically couldn’t say many things so that her audience 
could understand because she is from Brazil. So I had to kind of tone it 
down a bit. However, I do feel like I will venture out but still have the 
90s element because I don’t think the 90s is ever going to leave me. 
But yeah like I kind of like rock music as well, I want to make a rock 
song one day, but still incorporate 90s style. 

Thats really cool, so a fusion between the two?
Yeah a fusion! 

Lets talk a bit more Drik. So tell me about the 
whole process of working with a Brazilian artist. 
How did it come about? 
So basically I opened for an artist at Jazz Café and actually Jazz Café 
gave their team a list of artists who they wanted to open for the show 
and his manager was like “her” straight away and when he was telling 
me this story I was like oh that’s pretty cool. I didn’t think people would 
want me to open up for a big artist like that and then his manager has 
been a huge fan of me since then and then one the day I performed he 
told me that he has an artist on his label that is working on an album. 
And he asked if we could do a song together and I was like sure. She 
already had a song but she had not finished it so they asked me to do 
8 bars and it happened to be the lead song on her album, which comes 
out later this month. But yeah I hope to go to Brazil one day.

Are international collabs something that you are 
interested in or are you more focused on the UK?
I’m not actually focused on the UK only because I feel like the UK only 
like to listen to afro swing and drill and when its alternative, they kind 
of try to filter them out. Whereas abroad they take on all styles so I 
feel like I need to branch out more. I’d rather have fans in different 
places than just have them in my hometown. I feel like that’s what a 
lot of artists in London to be specific fail to do, its the alternatives that 
do it correctly. 

That’s a hot take!
Yeah they might fight me.

When we were speaking earlier, you said that 
you were quite early in your musical career. How 
have you coped with how explosive your entry 
into the industry has been?
So far I think its cool; I like it. I’m just taking it how it is. The only thing 
that can be quite annoying is that sometimes I get people asking me to 
collab and I can’t collab with them only because, in terms of branding 
my team wants me to go forwards. So sometimes I feel bad not being 
able to do it but their branding is way off that I wouldn’t want it to 
mess up my image at the same time and I think that’s the hardest thing 
because a lot of people might think you are being a sellout but you are 
actually thinking strategically and also sometimes as well you might 
have people that are trying to do stuff with you because of the hype 
and they don’t actually listen to your music.  

So your current focus is being strategic?
Right now I’d say I’m moving more strategically, I think I need to plant 
myself and then once I’ve planted that seed then I can branch out 
more. But yeah everything still has to be done strategically. 
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Let’s come back to your EP, so my favorite song 
is Honesty Interlude. It seems like the least 90s 
influenced track but do I quite like the fusion 
between the 90s and the current sound. Is that 
something you’ll do more of?
Actually when people ask me what my genre is I always say 90s with 
a British twist. So its kind of like 90s music but still modern at the 
same time. So I get why you would say the interlude is the least 90s 
sounding. When I wrote that I kind of thought I was in like in 98 to 
early 2000s which I feel like is very me. I feel like my music goes from 
like 93 to 98 but I think if I was to branch out and make it a bit more 
modern the most I’d step out is to like 2003-5. Everything after that is 
kind of what’s going on now already, it’s like evolved into other things 
like mumble rap and drill and I still want to keep that nostalgia. 

I understand it a bit more now that you have said 
that. So another thing I wanted to talk about was 
‘Damn Jermaine’. Correct me if I’m wrong but I 
read that it was not a personal experience, it was 
actually a friend’s? 
Well inspired by a friend.

What made you take that on instead of using your 
own experiences?
Because I consider myself a storyteller I like to write relatable stories. 
It doesn’t necessarily have to relate to me but I feel like the story could 
relate to other people, which it did. I don’t actually know why I wrote 
that song but when I heard the beat the first words that came to me 
were “Damn Jermaine” and I was like okay well what’s that telling 
me, and I guess it just became subconsciously around my friend’s 
experiences. But I don’t think that’s what it was supposed to be initially 
but when I was writing it that’s what it became. 

When I first heard Damn Jermaine, it reminded 
me of A Tribe Called Quest’s Scenario.
I love that song.

I love that song as well. Would you say that A 
Tribe Called Quest are one of your inspirations 
when you create and who are some others?
Maybe A Tribe Called Quest in terms of like their music videos, not 
necessarily their music because I don’t actually really listen to them, 
but I know some of their songs. My main inspirations are more like TLC, 
Da Brat, MC Lyte, those are like my 3 main inspirations. 

Your music videos have been really playful; you 
have lot of direction in them. Tell me a little about 
that. 
So, I create the concept and then I give it to a director who brings my 
idea to life. I’m not great at directing but I’ve got vision. So, when they 
can bring that vision to life that’s what makes the video for me. 

The execution comes across really well.
Thank you.

What can we expect for the rest of the year?
Probably freestyles, and ummm...I don’t know myself to be honest. But 
for next year, I’m currently working towards another EP so that should 
be out next year. 

Is that an exclusive?
Yeah its the first time I’ve said it actually. But yeah I’m just going with 
the flow really.

So more freestyles and an EP next year?
Yeah and more shows.

I’ve got some quick-fire questions. Alright, 2pac 
or Biggie?
Biggie.

That was the correct answer. Okay I’ll be less 
biased now. Lauryn Hill or Erykah Badu?
Lauryn Hill because I wasn’t really into Erykah Badu but recently I 
learnt that Lauryn Hill didn’t actually write her own songs which makes 
me want to pick Erykah Badu.

SWV or En Vogue?
SWV.

Pizza or burgers?
Pizza.

Skepta or Stormzy?
I don’t want to get in trouble. I really like Stormzy though.

And the last one, UK or US rap?
Wait this is trick question, is it US in the 90s or now?

Okay we can split the question. So, UK or US music 
in the 90s?
US music. 

And now UK rap or US rap?
UK rap. 

Why UK rap out of curiosity?
Because US rap sounds all the same, I know UK rap is quite similar as 
well but I’m thinking of more artists like Kojey Radical and Little Simz. 
I’m leaning more towards that. 
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Historically speaking, female rappers have 
always been placed on the sub bench of the 
music industry. It didn’t matter how talented, 
how lyrical they were nor the large audience they 
commanded, they were always subbed in the 80th 
minute.

There’s almost an unspoken rule within the 
industry that only one Queen can firmly sit on the 
throne, the crown cannot be shared. Whether it 
was Lil Kim and Trina, Nicki and Remy or Nicki 
and Cardi B, the precedent has been set that the 
spotlight cannot be shared. However, the rules 
to the game are being shaken and dismantled. 
There’s been an insurgence of female rappers; 
Megan The Stallion, Rico Nasty, Dreezy, Saweetie, 
Ms Banks, City Girls – the list is infinite. Each of 
these rappers are making a lot of noise in an 
industry which previously told them to rap one at 
a time. The rap name “Doll” has been jokingly 
been dubbed the “Lil” of the female rap scene – a 
jab at the number of female rappers who have 
“Doll” in their rap name.

What initially started off as a joke has shifted 
to a conversation regarding the number of 
female rappers and if some rapper’s presence is 
superfluous. There can be just as many “Dolls” as 
there are “Lils” and “YBNs”. Despite bearing the 
same name, each rapper represents and speaks 
for different women and tells her own female 
experience.

The rise and prominence of these female rappers 
has been beautiful to see. Whether it’s Rico Nasty’s 
rock-infused music or City Girls creating their own 
strand of feminism (which is yet to be properly 
defined by sociologists and feminist writers), each 
of these women are allowing other women to feel 
empowered in some capacity. The truth is, you can 
never have too many female rappers, the industry 
has simply been built in a way in which Queens 
must reign over tenures. But it’s 2019 and I am 
glad to see female rappers make a lot of noise in 
an industry which previously told them to wait for 
their turn to rap.

By Akachi Priscilla Mbakwe
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Chelsea Kwakye and Ore Ogunbiyi coined this book “the black 
girl’s manifesto for change”. Given that the book is necessary 
because of existing systems and treatment of black people in 
the UK, I wondered if the reception had been all-positive. 

Chelsea: For the most part yeah. That’s the bit that shocked me. We were both 
expecting a bit of pushback but generally it’s been so positive I think that’s been one of 
the best parts, meeting new people and them saying what the book has taught them.

The book is what it promises to be. Well researched with 
academic rigor and stitched together with the quirky, warm 
sentiment of a friend. It is refined, which makes it all the 
more impressive that both of them didn’t write regularly 
before this book. 

Chelsea: No, not really. I don’t know, you (turns to Ore) might agree I think what 
was good about this process was the fact that we could write it together but also it was 
like; we’re going to write this thing, its going to be published, like you’ve got deadlines, 
and a kind of strategy around it. 

Ore: Yeah you’ve got structure.

Chelsea: Yeah, structure. I mean sometimes I try to keep a diary but then I think I’m 
missing this sense of direction. Like okay, I’m writing and its making me feel better but 
like to what end? So I think I’ve always struggled to write down my feelings, which is 
quite a technique, as writers we had to nail down. 

Ore: Yeah and really interrogate the feelings.

Chelsea: And not just for myself but for everybody else to read. 

Ore: I still journal but just because, it can kind of feel like we’ve gone from writing 
all the time to not writing at all. Also, because I remember reading Michelle Obama’s 
book and just thinking how can she still recall all these feelings she felt and its like you 
have to keep things like journals. I wish I had kept one more consistently at uni, it would 
have been so helpful, to create those vivid images of exactly how we’re feeling in these 
moments.

Narratives of inexperienced people being awarded with great 
opportunities do not commonly include two black girls and I 
couldn’t help but feel refreshed at their story. But Ore and 
Chelsea are far from the mediocre white men that we often 
see in this capacity- they spent most of their time doing so 
much important groundwork at their university. 

Chelsea: So she (Ore) was president and I was VP of ACS and in our final year we did 
the Black Men of Cambridge campaign, which went viral. A lot was already happening 
on the ground and when you think about university if its not newsworthy, you don’t tend 
to hear about it. At the same time the Stormzy scholarship at Cambridge was being set 
up so they were in contact with chancellors, access people, and the communications team 
at Cambridge, who knew what we were doing as well and it was just a natural pairing. 
They were like you guys have been here and you’re doing the work, do you want to get 
your story out there, because we just come up as stats on the news. Literally in our year 
it was like 1.2% of black students, and I think wow I’m actually part of that statistic but 
we have such a colorful story and its just sad that we come across as faceless and I just 
always wonder when people think of the black student at Cambridge what do they think 
of? Because what does that look like?
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This is a fair speculation. Owing to Cambridge’s notorious reputation 
for being difficult to get into, it can unfortunately look like there 
are two predetermined molds black students fit into. Either “black 
excellence-y stuff” (Ore) or like “they are all disadvantaged and 
we have to help the ones who got on” (Chelsea). This is obviously 
not true, but more important than defying archetypes- a load too 
heavy to put on two girls’ shoulder- is the chance to simply tell 
their own stories, to not just be a faceless stat. 

While the book is (purposely) not trying to be impressive, it is hard 
not to be impressed by its authors. It is also hard not to notice how 
ambitious they seem and I wonder if this comes naturally to them. 

Ore: Yeah I think I’ve always been pretty ambitious.

Ore says this in a matter of fact way, exuding so much confidence 
that it’s endearing. Chelsea laughs and nods in confirmation. 
I laugh too, mostly in adoration. 

Ore: But then again regardless of however ambitious I thought I was, I never would have seen 
having a book written and published by 22. Like even now I work for the VP (Vice President) of 
Nigeria and I would never have been able to say that this is what I would be doing. I think I have 
surpassed even my own dreams, which is weird to come to terms with because you’re like oh my 
God do I actually deserve this. 

For Chelsea, ambition has felt more like a muscle, something she 
had to keep training. 

Chelsea: I just had to sit down and question why I was limiting myself and it’s a lot easier said 
than done and I think once you have kind of broken a few barriers that questioning becomes 
easier. But I think we are both lucky that we have role models in our lives; ambition is not that 
far away, it’s quite close to home. 

I run the risk of sounding cliché but I must say, there is a yin and 
yang feeling to them. Yes, they have a lot in common, but it is 
striking how complementary they are. There is a romance to it. Of 
course this is not uncommon of black girl friendships, but watching 
it play out was heartwarming.  

Me: How did you guys meet?

Chelsea: [turns to Ore] Do you want to tell it or should I? It was our anniversary the other 
day.

Ore: Well it was our Facebook friendship anniversary and we just assumed that must have 
been the day that we met. 

Chelsea: We actually met, not romantic, at a careers event for black high achieving uni 
starters and then since that event and all through first year to third year we just stuck to each 
other and I think it was just nice for me to also know somebody who was going to Cambridge, 
who was black and we were similar. We just kind of bonded from that moment. And as you 
can kind of see in Taking Up Space that our experiences are very shared. Along with all of the 
contributors in the book as well, we had very similar experiences. 

Ore: Yeah there’s that undercurrent of shared experiences. 

Chelsea: and so it was really important because this book is a lot bigger than Ore and I, it’s 
like speaking to a whole community of people who might be feeling the same way.
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Ore: And it was important that we got that sense of community across 
in the book.

The duo have spent a lot of time thinking about 
others- how to make the book encompass feelings 
from their unique community and how it might 
relate to others not directly part of that community. 
And even as they engage with readers, there is a 
lot that is said about how it has impacted everyone 
else’s lives. So I’m curious about how they feel the 
book has changed their lives.

Chelsea: I think the positive side is that we have been able to meet all 
these incredible people and I think there is something really nice about 
people being able to open up to you and almost talking to you like they 
know you and you have a good relationship instantly. And obviously 
because of the book so many opportunities have come around. Maybe 
the negative side for me is that I feel really accessible, if you know what I 
mean. You could be out but people still want to talk about depths of being 
a black woman within higher education and I’m like out at a restaurant 
eating with friends, just tryna chill and its like “oh actually you’d be the 
best person to ask, how do we change this?” People immediately think 
that because you have written a book, and I guess no fault of their own, 
they can just pick your brain.

Ore: That picking your brain statement. [she scoffs]

Chelsea: Yeah like we’ll see what they think because they know it all 
and its like actually, sure we’ve written a book but we don’t know it all.

Me: I can imagine you feel like you’ve already given them a whole book, 
surely that’s enough?

Ore: I think for me more practically, my job came directly from the fact 
that the Vice President read the book and it’s like people have seen what 
you can do and they now trust you to do other things. The book is just this 
thing that speaks to how well we can do things like write and research, 
it’s a good show of the skills that we have which is great for us and our 
futures. But I think with my parents I talk about how my dad and I had 
this whole plan for my life and this book has shown them that if they 
leave me to do my own thing for a little bit I can actually surprise them 
and things will be okay. Like no one else is worried about us; we’ve got all 
this potential and opportunity. 

It’s true; the book could indeed double a CV. But 
despite the success of this one, they are both quite 
certain they would not want to follow it up with 
another book. It was important that they got to 
do this together, and going to the same university 
made it convenient to do so. Now that their lives 
are going in different directions (Chelsea is in law 
school in London, and Ore is working for the VP of 
Nigeria, in Abuja), they both agree that there is not 
much room for writing a book together. 

Me: It’s interesting that you guys have that clarity though because I’d 
imagine a lot of people would be like this did really great, lets definitely 
just jump on the next one. 

Ore: I guess maybe people who are full time authors can think about 
that, we’ve never done this full time. 

Chelsea: Yeah we are not full time authors and I always knew I was 
going to be a lawyer, [turns to Ore] and if it was not this job you were 
probably going to go into journalism right? I never kind of sat down and 
thought right, I’m going to be an author like this will be my paycheck. 
And it’s a massive privilege to be able to say I have written a book like 
as my side hustle.

They don’t want to rule out writing forever though. 

Chelsea: Oh so, I’d love to write something about my family history, 
maybe fiction.

Ore: But why would that be fiction?

Chelsea: Because I wouldn’t want it to be non-fiction, I think it’d be 
interesting to pick a thing and make it a storyline. But it could be like 
historical fiction, that sort of thing. Just finding out a bit more about my 
mum and dad or my grandparents because they have are all passed away 
and I never met them. And I just think it would be really nice, even if it 
doesn’t get published and just have it and like show it to my nieces and 
nephews. 

Me: Just archive it for your own sake.

Chelsea: Yeah there’s so much history that we have lost, like I don’t 
know a lot about my history 

Ore: That’s the thing, I’m so much more concerned with archiving and 
making sure things are being written down but I think also that’s because, 
like in Nigeria, lets just say for centuries we kept history differently and 
we cant keep keeping history in the ways that we did

Me: How so? like oratory storytelling?

Ore: Partly, but also in like art and architecture, which for all kinds of 
reasons and conflicts have been destroyed or come under fire. I think we 
need to learn to do better and document our history in ways that are more 
sustainable and in 21st century ways, maybe annoyingly kind of western 
ways but we need to get into the habit documenting our things. And even 
with like family history, my dad is kind of old but he has lived the sickest 
life and I’m like when are you going to sit down and write your memoirs 
and I think he is going to need me to push and help with that. I’m so much 
more concerned about that than about writing anything else that’s, I don’t 
know more distant than that. 

The idea of archiving black British realities is one 
that’s often talked about, and it’s important to 
acknowledge Taking Up Space’s contribution. It’s a 
helpful guide for black girls navigating the higher 
education presently, sure- but it is also essential 
for history’s sake, that these experiences are 
documented, by those living them firsthand. 



UNTI
TLED
By Tomi Oyemakinde
Peter Snout chomped on his burger, sat on the swivel chairs facing out into 
the street. Oblivious, or uncaring, to the grease slithering onto his fingers, 
he browsed. He had nearly polished off his burger when he saw something 

he liked. 

Bingo! He exclaimed to himself, forcing the last of his burger into his mouth 
and chewing quickly, swallowing as soon as he could. Licking his fingers and 
wiping them on his jeans, he whipped on his overcoat and left the fast-food 

establishment.
*

The something in question was Daisy Milligan and she would tell you that 
she was not ‘something’, but a strong, black woman who took shit from 
anyone. Not from the white men who dominated her workplace, or the white 
women who snuck lustful glances at her hair, itching to touch it. Not even 

from the black women who thought she was a bit much.
Not from anyone.

Daisy looked at the time and muttered curses under her breath. She was 
seriously late. She stood still for a moment, trying to orient herself. The map 

app on her phone was bloody useless.
“Excuse me miss,” a voice said.

Daisy ignored it until a bony finger tapped on her shoulder. She turned 
round to snap. “I’m not—”

The words ground to a halt in her throat. Looking at her with sharp, green 
eyes was an old man. His bushy eyebrows, seemingly woven with white 

thread had shot upwards in shock.

“S-sorry,” Daisy said, suddenly feeling shame.
The man raised his arms in apology. “My fault, didn’t mean to startle you. 

It’s just…you looked lost, that’s all.”

“Could say that. I’m looking for…hang on.” She closed her map app and 
went to her text messages. Scrolling till she found what she was looking for. 

“I’m trying to find this,” she said, showing the man the address.
“Ah, yes. I know where that is. I’m not too great at giving directions, perhaps 

I can walk you there? I’ve got time?”

Daisy didn’t particularly want to take the old man up on his offer (he’d been 
staring at her chest without shame), but she was late and he knew the place. 

Why not. Plus he was old, he couldn’t do anything. “Sure,” she said.
*



Dusty was starving. He hadn’t eaten in days. But in the world of dogs, 
time flows different. So you can imagine Dusty was a very hungry and 

agitated fellow.  And yet, he refused to pillage, to steal.
His owner had taught him that was wrong. Undignified. So all dusty 
could do was whimper when humans walked by, hoping they’d throw 
something his way. Dusty was also very lonely. You see, his owner 
had passed away that winter. Peacefully in his sleeping bag, in some 

cobbled alley.

When Dusty had tried to lick him and felt no warmth, he howled for 
a good few hours. But in the world of dogs, time flows different. So 
you can imagine Dusty felt like he had howled for close to a month. A 
fitting amount of time to grieve. He howled no more. Didn’t have the 

energy for it, but the pang in his heart was still there.

Contemplating how hungry he was, two people came down his way. 
Just in time, he thought. He could smell burger grease. Lifting him-
self onto all fours, tail wagging, tongue out, he sauntered over and 

humbled himself. 

He begged. 

They paid him no mind and walked on by. 
Dusty would have left it be, and returned from where he’d come (the 
space between two dumpsters) but an unbearable stench had lodged 

itself in his nostrils. Unbearably bad! It was the man. 
Dusty had a knack for these things. The good and the bad, that is. 
Without a doubt the man was a bad man. He suppressed a growl and 

followed.
*

Peter Snout hoped the young woman didn’t notice the bulge that 
threatened to burst from his jeans. He couldn’t wait to have his way 

with her. To take his time, to—
“Ah, we’re nearly there. It’s the next right,” Peter said, lacing his 
voice with artificial sweetner. He was well practiced and congratulated 

himself as he spoke.

You’re a natural Peter! Only you could do this ol’ boy! Way to sell it!
He let the woman turn in just before him. And before she could realise 

it was a dead end, he pushed her over.
*

Daisy Milligan fell with a hard thud, a few of her new nails breaking 
as she tried to set herself for the fall. She’d scraped the skin off much 
of her forearms. She couldn’t see it, not with the crazed old man on 
top of her, but she could feel it. The burning pain, the pricking of 

blood. 

She clawed.
She flung her limbs everywhere, but the old man was far stronger 
than she ever imagined. It wasn’t until one of his eyebrows plopped 

off that she understood. 
She cursed.

She kicked. But he was far too strong. Too imposing. She whimpered 
when he drove a fist into her face.

“Shut up,” he breathed. “Shut up or I’ll hit you some more.”
She sobbed. 

She whimpered and sniffled. Nodding, not wanting to get punched 
again. 

Help! she cried inwardly, hoping someone would hear. Help!
As if reading her mind, the man cackled. “No one’s coming for—”

“Woof! Woofwoof!”
*

“Woof! Woofwoof!” translated means: “Stop it! Or there’ll be trou-
ble!” 

Dusty meant every word, for he was not a dog of idle threats. So when 
the bad man shouted something undecipherable, and carried on with 

his badness, Dusty didn’t have a choice. 

He let a growl grow from deep within, the kind he hadn’t made since 
days spent with his owner. The kind of growl that came from a need 
to protect. Back then a group of bad men had been kicking his owner 

who had been a good man. 

This time it was a bad man preying on a good woman. He wouldn’t 
have cared this much had she been a bad woman, or kind of a bad 
woman. But as he had followed, he noticed she was a good woman—

just like his owner—and those were few and far between.
The growl erupted into a roar. Gnashing his teeth, Dusty rushed at the 
bad man who turned around far too late. The bad man flung up his 

arms to protect his face.

But dusty had never intended to maul his face. No, he went for the 
neck.
Why?

Instinct. 
Something within Dusty told him to. And so he had listened, sinking 
his teeth into the bad man’s neck. He pulled, ripping away flesh with 
a violent tug of his neck. He did this several times. Methodically. Ef-

fectively.

Until the bad man didn’t have much of a throat. Until the unbearable 
smell of bad had been replaced of that of piss and defecation. That’s 
when Dusty stopped. He then went over to the good woman to check 

if she was okay.
*

Now on her knees, Daisy couldn’t gulp at air fast enough, shocked 
at what she’d just witnessed. And now the hulking Rottweiler was 
trotting over to her, it’s tongue hanging out and tail wagging. It’s face 

caked in drying blood. 

Coming to a stop in front of her face, she tensed up.
 It inched closer, opened its mouth, and proceeded to lick at her 

wounds.

It’s tongue tickled and she laughed, ruffling the dog’s fur. “You saved 
me, you brilliant…” she observed the Rottweiler. “Boy!” she finished. 

“Where’s your owner huh?”
The dog let out a low whimper.

Daisy understood, for it was the same whimper her Saint Bernard 
made whenever they visited her late husband’s grave. Then a strange 

thought crossed her mind—She would take him in.
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Top boy originally came out in 2011. It was a different time, and 
for you young ones that don’t remember, let me add some context 
for you. This was the year of the England Riots subsequent to the 
shooting of Mark Duggan – the damages were estimated to be 
around £20 million, and over 1000 people were charged with related 
criminal behaviour. At this time, it was discussed that contributing 
factors to the violence included racial and class tension, and the 
development of gang culture.

This narrative has always been ever-present in the likes of hip-
hop or drill (things predominantly populated with PoC and lower 
class backgrounds) whether the depiction of the real lives and 
circumstances that some people have to go through is just a mere 
glorification of violence and the promotion of antisocial behaviour.

In saying that, my favourite thing about this season is its awareness 
of the narrative. Not only is it a show with good actors and a decent 
storyline, it also realistically depicts the surrounding environment, 
and the negligent part played by the government. Ats becoming 
a shotter was a story that was given more than enough time to 
demonstrate the nuances of his motivations. Ultimately, when you 
break it down, if not for the government deporting his mother, he 
would have never gotten into that life. This small, yet important 
example added a new dimension of layers to the narrative for me, 
and it was one that tugged at my heartstrings. His final scene – 
where he and his mother are cooking, and an intruder tries to kill 
them – was painfully poignant. Often, when the show or movie ends, 
the action ends, but a life in the streets is never peaceful. This scene, 
for me was the most illuminating. Upon the masked gunman’s 
arrival, Ats runs under the table and hides. The terror is visible, but 
so is the familiarity he carries of having had the thought that he was 
going to die before. In that moment, you see the antithesis; the boy 
who is still only a child, but at the same time, is entering a world 
built only for men.

The level of pathos and sympathy evoked in this show is one of 
the reasons I liked it so much. Another reason was the acting – all 
of the protagonists I found magnetic; their expression of authentic 
behaviour and emotion was so realistic you could almost see the 
corks working in everyone’s head, articulating the very practical 
logic of someone who lives the road life every day.

Another that I also had a lot of sympathy for was Sully, although I 
disliked him in the beginning. My main contempt for him was his 
hot-headedness, and that trademark sign of toxic masculinity where 
none of your boys can even chat to you about it. But by season 3, 
he was definitely no longer the same guy. Prison had worn on him; 
you could see that clearly in his body, but his eyes, they showed you 
that he was tired of the game, and this same cycle where you watch 
so many people die. As the season progressed, especially after the 
death of poor Jason, Sully had a contempt for the life that was 
almost visible every time he walked into a room.
Speaking of characters, Jamie (played by Michael Ward) enraptured 

me from the beginning. His sheer determination and force of will 
motivated him to move with the sleek, dangerous confidence of a 
jaguar. His violence was extreme; usually excessively so, but then, 
when you see him interact with his brothers; telling Aaron that he 
was his Dad, or talking to Stef about his teacher and appearing at 
his parents evening, you understand all too well how he became 
who he is. 

I think he portrayed the new scene very well; confident and assertive, 
with a flashy car and a North Face jacket. Perfect wardrobe to be 
quite honest. Down to the solitary chain the he wears throughout 
until his incarceration. 

Perhaps the predictability of it was a little irritating, but it was clear 
from Jamie’s first scene that he was the foil to Dushane. It became 
subsequently evident in their first encounter; the tension in the 
air was palpable, both characters radiating off one another with 
testosterone and predatory energy. The small interaction between 
them even echoed their later war – Jamie impulsively coming out 
on the offensive, always ready to attack, while Dushane waits and 
outmanoeuvres his enemy. 

Although we’d known Dushane for 2 whole seasons more, there is 
something to be said about the fact that as the audience, we didn’t 
want to see Jamie’s brothers go down like that. Whilst I would never 
say that I was completely rooting for him, it saddened me to see him 
at Her Majesty’s Pleasure. 

Modie (played by David Omoregie) was of course, one of the biggest 
highlights of the season; from quoting memorable J Hus bars – 
yeah; “daily offender, crazy eastender” is a Hus bar – to chatting 
up girls in the way that only roadmen do, he was so captivating on 
screen.

Nevertheless, despite the excellent character portrayals and the 
insightful layers of context, I believe that critically, the plot left a 
lot to be desired. Not only did I think it was slightly too predictable, 
but some of the aspects were unnecessary. Although I think the 
performance was brilliant, I don’t really see the dramatic purpose 
of Modie as a character. Due to a lack of character development, 
Modie lacked the appropriate substance for the viewer to capably 
sympathise or understand his motivations or how he got into the 
streets. From the beginning till the end, we don’t know how Modie 
was when he was on top, or even how he got caught initially. 

That being said, I think that Top Boy as a predominantly black 
show has really made strides in the industry that has put the UK in 
regards to television back in topical conversation. It also touched on 
some of the everyday problems that marginalised groups have to go 
through without any acknowledgement of the pain by society. For 
that reason mainly, I continue to recommend. 
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It’s 11 in the morning and the sun is shining.
It’s warmth on my skin is my first hug of the day.

It makes me feel...
Lazy

Languid
Amorous.

I look over at you.
Not that you notice

I spend a lot of the time looking at you and 
pretending not to

I am a master at it now.

Your scent is home to me. Everything I find 
familiar

And comforting about this new land is yours;
Your touch, your smile

Your hilariously twisted sense of humor.

I wonder if you know.

The way you make my womb quiver
The way I bite my lip in your presence

-Violet Retrograde

STALKER DIATRIBES
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You’re the perfect image
Unattainable through words.
Consonants don’t do justice
And vowels hold the wrong importance.
I sounded the syllables to
Your name
And got lost in thought, only
To rediscover your train
Waiting at the end of my track.
There’s a craving, no-
A deepening yearn
For your attention.
So much that I used the very thing 
that can never define you.

-Ridgeway ColeDO
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ebony
ebony
associate the word ebony with the tree ebony
notice how the tree has a smooth finish when polished
imagine a world where black women weren’t punished
so for a few seconds just shut up and listen
i remember when asked 
‘what’s next?’
replied with ‘ masters , phd?’
this man replied ‘ when will you settle down , you career woman?’
the thing about black women is
we are always told to click pause
always told to wait our turn
told we’re extra, loud, aggressive, angry
as though we are angry for nothing
i remember when i said I was not chasing my last name
was told ‘i will never marry‘
to which I sighed, replied, smiled and said
‘marriage is not my identity‘
ebony
associate the word ebony with the tree ebony
notice how it is vital for commerce
notice how black women are as well
except we are commodified and vilified and exoticised
and like the tree we are at risk of extinction
from being cut down by patriarchal chainsaws
which then tell the forest full of other ebony trees to be silent

-versewriter
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First of all I want to congratulate you on “An evening with verse writer.” It looked 
amazing and I heard great reviews as well. 
Thank you!

Lets actually start with that.  I was reading what was posted in The Bull and it said 
that the night was “impactful”. How would you sum it up in three words?
I would say it was inspiring, transformative and black. Blackity black. 

Blackity black, love that. Lets focus on transformative. What about the evening would 
you say was transformative?
I feel like my work tries to deconstruct what art should be, especially poetry. And I’m very deliberate and intentional about 
ensuring that I decolonize not just my form but my style and while spoken word is traditionally performed in front of a mic 
and people, I purposely added music and visual arts. I think that was transformative because I was transforming genre and 
what genre should be and pushing myself to go beyond a certain genre. And a lot of people came up to me after saying that 
they genuinely felt inspired by particular poems. 

Can I ask which poem? 
It’s called “yellow attracts flies”. And essentially what I do is I get every one to hold a long piece of string and then I cut the 
piece they’re holding but before that I ask them to shout out all their problems. Whether its procrastination, financial issues, 
whatever it is and I’m basically saying that yes you have these issues but lets focus on something greater. And at first it 
might sound really cringe but I think my intention was to just show everyone there is something bigger than what you can 
see in front of you. So like breaking chains, not just physically but in terms of your mind too. 

So your personal work intertwines with the political?
Definitely, even when I am telling stories that are personal I think the fact that they can touch people’s lives means that they 
are kind of political. Because when you think of what politics is I think its just people, like the bottom line is just people. 
And that’s very deliberate, for me it’s important that my art is not just aesthetics. It’s important that it touches hearts and 
touches lives and makes people remember that there are system in place that are privileging to some and unfortunately 
hurting others. I think kindness is something I like to ensure that people have more of. And empathy, I really believe in 
radical empathy and compassion and I feel like poetry that’s political- especially for us black women, the way we have to 
navigate society means that joy is something that i want to feel and speak about more. So I feel like I don’t actually have to 
be political but my work is political because it touches people, I don’t want it to be forced. 

So it’s almost subconscious? 
Yeah...Mh that might be a lie, I am conscious about the fact that I write about and document people’s lives. I remind them of 
their history and culture. 

Another thing we spoke about briefly during the photo shoot was a video that you are 
creating. Tell me a little about that. 
So I have a very short film on black women’s hair. The film is based on a poem I wrote in august potentially called “Change 
your style,” the name might change. I wrote it from my own experience and how when I was younger my relationship with 
hair was extremely terrible. I hated my hairdresser, I hated going to the salon, it was always so painful. And I kind of chart 
my journey from hating my hair to when my mum cut my hair, up to when I was about 13 when I suddenly started to love 
my hair although it was a very interesting love because the love wasn’t from my hairdresser taking care of my hair. It was 
more a love of seeing myself look beautiful and really appreciating my black hair and it goes up to when I was 16 when I 
really started being conscious of my identity and knowing that my natural hair was a huge political statement but important 
for me as a black woman. And then years later it kind of takes this form of self acceptance and self love and also it’s political 
relevance in terms of the fact that I went from sticking to what I call my uniform- all black braids was my uniform for years- 
not being afraid to wear bright colors. And in the poem i have a line that says I’m black, and loud, and proud and I don’t 
care about being too loud or too seen or too visible. And it just touches on the idea of hyper-visibility as a black woman and 
kind reclaiming that for yourself. But yeah I’m excited! 
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So your hair is synonymous with your identity or is it a 
symbol for the journey you’ve taken to your identity?
I think it’s a symbol for the journey. I think it’s a really powerful one. I didn’t 
realize it was even one until I wrote that poem and when I shared I at “An 
Evening with verse writer” and people came to me quoting lines and telling me 
how much they can relate to it. Even the guys did and I was like woah i did not 
realize this transcended even my own identity. So I thinks it’s definitely been a 
symbol for my journey as well as other people’s journeys. 

Who would you say your inspirations are poetry-wise?
Poetry-wise, I’d say my mum. She doesn’t write poetry but I think that she speaks 
poetry. Because poetry for me is just lines filled with some sense of emotion 
and actually evoke people and I think my mum has done such a good job in 
doing that. I also really really like this Nigerian poet called Angela, I think she 
writes really lovely poetry. She inspires me because her work is delicate and it’s 
very intimate. I also really like Noname, yes she raps but she is a really good 
poet. I like her rhythm; I like her flow. I like Solange’s interludes, some of them 
are poetry and I think they are a reminder of breaking form and genres. I like 
Caleb Femi, I like Yomi Shode, I like Theresa Lola, I like Inua Ellams... Who 
else? oh Ijeoma Umebinyuo, I really love her poetry. There’s so many people 
that inspire me, I’m in awe of so many people. But I think also the women that 
came before me I think their resistance was poetry as well. In that it was graceful 
and eloquent but also it was filled with a need and desire to tell truth and not 
care about whether the British government for instance was telling them to stop 
or that the Nigerian kings were telling them to go back to their husbands. Also 
Audrey Lorde, she is literally my inspiration and her line “your silence will not 
protect you” is actually always in the conceptual background of my work because 
it was just about articulating my own truth. 

Okay I want to end the interview with a bunch of quick-
fire questions. Just pick the one you like more from the 
two options I give you. For example, Maya Angelou or 
Audre Lorde?
Audre Lorde. 

That was very quick, why?
Her poetry just touches me a bit more, and her activism was extremely linked to 
her art and for me that is very important. Not that Maya Angelou wasn’t active 
but for me Audre Lorde was I guess a more vocal activist in some ways. 

Caribbean or Chinese food?
Caribbean. I don’t like Chinese food.

London or Lagos?
Oh that’s so hard, well it depends on the season. Lagos during Christmas, London 
the rest of the time. 

And the last one? Braids or natural hair?
Braids. yeah braids. 
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Our debut event was the Magazine Launch Party, 
but we had no intentions of stopping there. Since 
the launch, we have held workshops dedicated to 
writing and music and catered to our audience by 
basing the events around topics that interest them 
(including our Writing Workshop for Women and 
our RnB debate titled, ‘They Don’t Make ‘Em Like 
They Used To’). 

Running workshops was just the surface of our 
plans. We introduced the first HEARD open mic 
night as the closing event to Soho Music Month 
in collaboration with PlaftormLDN. We gave 
emerging talents in spoken word, poetry and music 
the chance to perform in front of a relaxed, yet 
enthusiastic crowd. The positive response led to 
another HEARD open mic, this time in partnership 
with BlackCreatorsMatter. With many of the pieces 
revolving around prevalent issues within the black 
community, it was a safe and necessary space to 
share experiences, thoughts and feelings. It was 
also a great way to close out Black History Month. 
A lot of hard work, planning and organisation 
went into hosting these events but the response 
towards them lets the Filmore’s Floor team know 
how important they are within the industry. And 
our response to the feedback is to keep planning 
more. Stay tuned and see you soon!
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